Basic Idea Basic Idea
----Different enrichment models predict very different Different enrichment models predict very different spatial distributions of metal "components" as spatial distributions of metal "components" as quantified by the correlation function quantified by the correlation function ----Use an automated method of identifying such
Use an automated method of identifying such components in a large sample of QSO spectra, components in a large sample of QSO spectra, concentrating on CIV and concentrating on CIV and SiIV SiIV ----Apply precisely the same procedure to identify these Apply precisely the same procedure to identify these features in simulated spectra from models that features in simulated spectra from models that parameterize metal enrichment in a simple way parameterize metal enrichment in a simple way ----Compare simulated and measured correlation functions Compare simulated and measured correlation functions to derive best fit model parameters and uncertainties. to derive best fit model parameters and uncertainties. For each species compare spectrum with shifted and rescaled For each species compare spectrum with shifted and rescaled spectrum pixel by pixel. spectrum pixel by pixel.
Metal Enrichment Metal Enrichment
----Choose regions >= 2 pix, flux < 1, compute S/N and apply a cut ( Choose regions >= 2 pix, flux < 1, compute S/N and apply a cut (5) 5) ----Use profile criteria to eliminate multiple ids, testing various Use profile criteria to eliminate multiple ids, testing various blends blends ----Fit identified lines with VPFIT, first guess ( Fit identified lines with VPFIT, first guess (wmin wmin, , wmax wmax, species), , species), propagating information from unblended into blended regions. propagating information from unblended into blended regions. 
